
“I HATE PARKING DOWNTOWN”

 1)  Putting all options in one place

2)  Displaying the best option (aka Zip Pick) 

3)  Clearly displaying parking session costs

4)  Tracking availability

5)  Paying users to park

6)  Starting & stopping sessions

7)  Providing directions to selected parking

Zipstall is so much more than a parking 
meter in your pocket and is going to 
change the downtown experience!

* No shopping on a map

* City zones, free parking, private lots, etc.

 * Instead of expiring/extending

 * Local Dollars redeemable with our Local Partners

MEET
ZIPSTALL
is something we hear too often...

Zipstall is an Edmonton startup solving this by:

https://www.zipstall.com/
https://www.instagram.com/zipstall/
https://www.facebook.com/zipstall/


WE ARE NOT BUMBLE, 
BUT LET US FIND 
YOUR MATCH!

Put us to work finding a parking
partner for your business!

PROGRAM COST: 
Zipstall wants to see your business grow and see this program grow, so 
we give you the first ten customer validations each month for FREE and 
then each additional validation we charge you an administration fee of 
$1.50.  As an example, if you validate 15 customers in a month your actual 
cost per validation is $0.50.  If you validate 100 customers per month it 
averages to $1.35 per validation, and so on. 

The benefit that your customers and your business will receive, however, 
is far greater than the amount of the admin fee, making it a WIN-WIN!

Finding parking is a problem for your
customers/clients and it....
negatively impacts you

Driving around makes them late and it…
negatively impacts you

When they finally arrive frustrated it…
negatively impacts you

Imagine if there was a tool that let your 
customers search for your business and as 
soon as they selected it, they are directed to 
a specific available parking option and were 
offered a discount on their parking*. 

This is what Zipstall is delivering through our 
Validations program.

*pop-up on search is not live yet, but expected soon

ZIPSTALL BELIEVES THAT 
EVERY BUSINESS SHOULD 
HAVE A PARKING PARTNER.  

Collect from you what you think the 
parking requirements will be for your 
customers (how many, when, how long, 
etc.)

Go to parking owners in the area that 
qualify and ask them to offer a discount 
based on your estimates of customer 
traffic

Share with you the options available and 
help you pick the best one (no guarantee 
we will be able to find one right away, but 
you know we will try hard)

Deliver everything you need to join the 
program at no cost to you (documents, 
digital files, cards, decals, etc.)

Help your customers get to the validation 
parking lot, start their session, apply the 
validation and process any additional 
parking payment

ZIPSTALL WILL:

THE MORE YOU PROMOTE THIS PROGRAM TO YOUR CUSTOMERS,
THE MORE BENEFIT YOU WILL SEE FROM IT



JOIN THE MISSION!

1) 

2) 

3) 

BECOMING A LOCAL PARTNER:
Zipstall gives Local Dollars to parkers everytime
they park Downtown. As a partner you offer deals 
that customers can spend their Local Dollars.
This turns parkers into spenders at your business!

PUTTING OUT A SANDWICH BOARD:
We provide one of our sturdy sandwich boards
that can be put on the sidewalk outside your 
business/building. These signs are a great way to 
create awareness and get people to join the mission!

ADDING A CONTACT US BADGE:
When customers go to your website to figure
out how to get to your business, we want to
have a Zipstall badge there. This encourages
them to use our free app to find the best
parking near your business!

POSTING ON SOCIAL:
We have ready-to-go designs that are perfect for 
adding to the end of an Instagram carousel for
posts you make trying to draw people downtown. 
You tell them why to come and then tell them
about the best tool to find parking when they do. 

Your business suffers because of parking and there 
was nothing you could do about it…  UNTIL NOW!

Together we can take away the pains of 
parking by getting customers to use Zipstall.

You can join the mission to improve
Downtown by doing one or all of these:

4) 

ZIPSTALL
BADGE

SANDWICH
BOARD SIGNS

READY TO GO
SOCIAL POSTS 

JOIN OUR GROWING LIST OF PARTNERS!

Our goal is to take away all the reasons that your 
customers complain to you about parking. 

team@zipstall.com / 587.881.4410
Together we can do it!

zipstall.com




